
 

Amid coronavirus buying, Amazon sold out
of bottled water and toilet paper, too

March 17 2020, by Jefferson Graham
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Those toilet paper and water shortages at your local markets and big-box
retailers have affected Amazon, as well.
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The company said over the weekend that it, too, is out of stock on many
items, "especially in household staples categories," and is working
"around the clock" and bringing on "additional capacity" to deliver
orders.

"We're also working to ensure that no one artificially raises prices on
basic-need products during this pandemic and have blocked or removed
tens of thousands of items, in line with our long-standing policy,"
Amazon said, in a blog post. "We actively monitor our store and remove
offers that violate our policy."

How out of stock is Amazon?

For bottled water, many brands were completely out of stock Saturday,
but by Sunday, Amazon had Evian and Nestlé Pure Life available.
Dasani, Arrowhead and the Amazon brand purified water were still out
of stock.

For toilet paper, Amazon says it won't have the Quilted brand available
until April 17, with April 18 the day it will be able to start shipping the
Amazon brand Presto paper towels, for a 24-count package.

The Brawny and Bounty brands of paper towels are out of stock.

Amazon notes that Prime Now, Amazon Fresh and Whole Foods Market
delivery customers can order food without having to worry about making
contact with delivery people. "Orders not containing alcohol are eligible
for unattended delivery, and will be left in a location specified by the
customer."

At the many retail stores Amazon has across the country, including
bookstores and the cashier-less "Go" stores, Amazon said it's doubling
down on cleaning up, with a second shift of nightly cleaning. "We
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continue to educate employees on CDC guidance for maintaining
healthy habits, and are offering flexibility for employees who need to
stay home, plus paid time off for those who are diagnosed with the
virus."

Despite the many Amazon employees who face the public, either in
retail stores, making deliveries or process packages in fulfillment
facilities, Amazon says it has asked employees to work at home if they
can.

c)2020 U.S. Today
Distributed by Tribune Content Agency, LLC.
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